Backup and
Recovery for
Azure AD

What would happen if your Azure AD was compromised in a
ransomware attack? Unfortunately, most businesses learn the hard
way that not having a backup of Azure AD introduces risk. Without
the ability to recover immediately, a compromised Azure AD causes
serious damage.
Your Dedicated Third-Party Backup for Azure Active Directory
With the best coverage on the market, Keepit keeps your business rolling with instant access to
your Azure Active Directory infrastructure and metadata — always. Our blockchain-based
encryption technology ensures your cloud data is immutable to malicious ransomware attacks or
accidental deletion.
With four backup copies stored in two separate vendor-neutral locations, your data is always
available. Thanks to unrivaled ease-of-use, unlimited storage and archiving, and fast restore
features that minimize downtime, Keepit is the simplest, most cost-effective way to protect your
Azure AD.
#1 Coverage for Your Data
Keepit Backup and Recovery for Azure Active Directory is a simple, yet powerful application to
protect you Azure Active Directory infrastructure from accidental deletions and ransomware. The
coverage includes:
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Get Your Azure Active Directory
Infrastructure Back in Seconds
The M365 Recycle Bin was never intended to be an enterprise-level recovery solution. Avoid disruption
due to lost or inaccessible data with Keepit’s instant and easy restore features:
Our granular restore capabilities include:
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Why Companies Globally Trust Us
Customers around the world have made Keepit their preferred choice to protect their data against
data loss and downtime. Here’s why they trust Keepit to keep their Azure AD data safe:
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Exclusively dedicated
to securing SaaS data,
Keepit’s proprietary
cloud is designed to
ensure data availability
— always.

With Keepit, everything
is included in the seat
price, keeping things
simple. Scale your data
protection at no extra
cost.

A universal service that
covers all your SaaS
data protection needs.
Loved by admins for its
ease of use. Simplicity
that will save you time.

Restore your data in
seconds with our unique
search and restore
features, based on
ultra-fast indexing and
reindexing algorithms.

Described by analysts
as industry-leading,
our platform is
purpose-built from the
ground up for ultimate
security.

Keepit is the world’s only independent cloud dedicated to SaaS data protection
You only need Keepit to cover all your key SaaS applications, including Microsoft 365, Salesforce,
Azure Active Directory, Dynamics 365 and Google Workspace. Keepit is trusted by thousands of
companies worldwide to protect and manage their cloud data. Leading analysts agree Keepit is the
fastest and most secure enterprise-class SaaS back-up and recovery service.

Talk to us: sales@keepit.com — Get a free 30-day trial: keepit.com

